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Our Rationale
• While requirements of WIL across the disciplines vary, reflective practice is 

fundamental to effective learning regardless of the programme of study or 

the nature of the WIL experience or its location.

• The TEQSA Standards require that any model of WIL is “well-conceived, 

educationally sound and its implementation is quality assured… “(TEQSA, 

2017, p.2, emphasis added).

• A quality framework is the mechanism through which effective learning is 

made possible. This may include:

❑Planning and design e.g. “fit” for purpose

❑Implementing

❑Regular cycles of review



Develop
Develop a short action plan on how a chosen 
reflective practice can be used in your context

Experience, review 
and evaluate

Experience, review and evaluate different 
approaches to reflective practice as they relate 
to your own education and disciplinary context

Review
Review a Reflection for Learning quality 
framework for WIL  

Articulate Articulate a definition of reflection

Explore

Explore the theoretical assumptions (and 
scholarship) underpinning reflective practice in 
higher education

Aims of the roundtable



Reflection for learning: 
a quality framework for WIL
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• Reflection is dangerous

• It can challenge the comfortable areas/ parts of your 
professional life

• Reflective practice relies on your mind (cognition) as well as 
your attitudes e.g. Open minded, responsible, whole-hearted 
(Dewey)

http://logo-kid.com/caution-sign-template.htm



Why reflect?

Kym returned to campus after a WIL experience. When 
attending the debriefing session Kym was asked to 'reflect' 
on this experience. While having so many questions and 
wanting to share experiences and frustrations, Kym didn't 
know how to pull all of this together into one succinct 
answer. So Kym just said it was a great experience, had 
some sandwiches and went home.

Q. What is the role of a quality framework in ensuring Kym is 
supported in reflection for learning?



What is reflection

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Before defining reflection we need 
to declare our assumptions about 
the role of reflection for learning

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Question_mark_alternate.png
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


http://b.socrative.com/login/student/

1. Google ‘Socrative student’

2. Log in to
ROOM: BLASST



Our (evidence based) assumptions
1 Reflection supports learning.

2 Reflection is a process.

3 Reflection may be engaged with at different levels, for different purposes and 

from different perspectives.

4 Not all reflection is critical.

5 Critical or deep reflection may lead to multiple learnings including 

transformative learning.

6 There is a relationship between critical reflection and the higher-order cognitive

processes of self-regulation and metacognition.

7 Reflection may engage multiple ways of knowing.

8 There are many contexts and applications for reflection in learning & teaching.

9 Reflective thinking and practice may be taught.

10 Reflective skills may be developed through strategic interventions and 

scaffolding.

11 Reflection on experience provides a link to praxis. 
(Harvey, Coulson & MacMaugh, 2016, pp 5-.9)



Text-based reflective practice #1

• Seeking clarity

• Minute paper

• The 5 main points



Reflective activity #1

Debrief

“How do I know what I think until I see what I say” 

(attributed to/ adapted from E.M.Forster, 1927)

concept of discovery writing



A short reflective activity #2

http://www.swqual.com/e_newsletter.html
http://www.speareducation.com/spear-review/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/Five-Minutes.jpg

http://www.myfortunecookie.co.uk/



Two definitions

Reflection is a deliberate and conscientious process 

that employs a person’s cognitive, emotional and 

somatic capacities to mindfully contemplate on past, 

present or future (intended or planned) actions in 

order to learn, better understand and potentially 

improve future actions.  (Harvey, Coulson & McMaugh

2016, p.9)



What is the role of reflection for 
learning



Reflection-in-action is foundational for WIL.  
Reflection on action can greatly strengthen WIL.

Reflection on action can underpin a quality 
framework for WIL.



Reflection-in-action is foundational for WIL

The logic is as follows:

• Actions are done by living organisms: ‘action’ has an element of 
intentionality or directedness

• Learning is improving skilfulness (‘improving knowledge’ can be seen as a 
special case of this)

• In some sense, ‘learning’ is a matter of coming to better align our actions 
with our ’intentions’
• Not all forms of learning involve awareness, so not all forms involve reflection-in-

action, e.g. wearing inverting goggles leads to a gestalt flip & seeing right way up
• But many forms involve awareness: being aware of how acting is working out, 

and aware of how one is acting, and shifting how one acts to do better
• Jablonka and Lamb’s (2007) four inheritance systems underline how central 

awareness is to action: genetic, epigenetic (e.g. mother cell to daughter cell), 
animal traditions (transmission through socially mediated learning), symbol-
based information transmission

• Work and workplaces are inherently social and symbolic: so complex 
skills for which awareness is fundamental are central to WIL

• Reflection-in-action – being aware of how we are acting and 
adapting what we do to make it work – is therefore central to WIL



Reflection on action can greatly strengthen WIL

(Coulson, D., Harvey, M., Winchester‐Seeto, T. & Mackaway, J., 2010, p.98)

3 roles of reflection for 
learning in WIL



Reflection on action can greatly strengthen WIL

1. Reflection for academic learning
• Intended (academic) learning outcomes
• Application of theory to practice (Praxis)
• Evidence of learning
• Assessment (for learning)
• Connecting course, experience and future work (authentic learning)

2. Reflection for skills development
• Higher order thinking skills: critically reflective thinking, metacognition
• Communication skills: reflective writing, creative expressions of reflection 

3. Reflection for lifelong learning
• Professional practice

• Career development learning

• Graduate capabilities/ attributes

• Transformative learning

• Whole person learning

• Unintended learning outcomes

3 roles of reflection 
for learning in WIL



Reflection on action can underpin a quality 
framework for WIL

What is a quality framework?

• Quality: “general goodness”, “fitness for use, conformance to requirements, the pursuit of 

excellence” (ASQ).  So: confidence that WIL is developing workplace skills 
and knowledge

• A quality framework: a system of quality assurance and quality control.  Management systems 
classically play a central role (e.g. ISO9001: Policy, Planning, Implementation, Checking & 

correction, Review).  So: clarity re what we are aiming at, practices for 
developing workplace skills, practices for checking and assuring

How can reflection for learning play a core role?

1. Clarifying aims: Learning what works, and how it works is a basis for 
planning: learning from reflections of students, teachers & partners

2. Developing skills: Underpinning students’ learning: developing skills in 
reflection-in-action is foundational, skills in reflection on action 
strengthen learning

3. Checking and assuring: Students’ reflection on action both enables 
them to interrogate their own learning, and provides a platform for 
assessing WIL programs’ effectiveness.  



There are different approaches to reflective practice

Technical/
Analytical
Reflection

Personalistic
Reflection

Critical Reflection Creative Reflection

Aims to 
generalise for 
wider population

Aims to answer 
questions that matter 
to us, at that current 
time

Aims to develop
commitment 
towards change 
(societal, political) 
towards well being

Aims to express the 
inexpressible 

Uses analytical 
statements and 
technical 
rationality 
Kolb (1984)
Valli (1992)

Uses emotions, 
personal narratives 
and emotional 
rationality
Brookfield (2005)
Mezirow (2003)

Uses critical 
rationality and 
emanicipatory
statements 
Cowan (1998) 
Moon (1999)

Uses “childlike” 
rationality and 
various forms of art 
to liberate the mind
Harvey, et al. (2012, 
2016)
McIntosh & Webb 
(2006)

Epistemological spectrum of approaches to reflection (Harvey & Vlachopoulos, 2018 online)



Quality requires planning and design

Reflection needs to be scaffolded 



You need to scaffold as you move from 
traditional to creative approaches

Early reflection Intermediate 
reflection

Deep reflection

The Minute Paper 
Seeking Clarity
Five Main Points 
Applications Card
Critical Incidents

Drawing With Two Hands 
Food for Thought 
Imagine a Tea Cup 
Noticing Five Things

Body Parts Debrief 
Circular Response
Daydreaming for 
Productive Reflection
Images as Reflective 
Prompts 
Reflection as Exploration 
Roll the Dice



A short reflective activity #3

Time for a drink

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA

https://blog.titansoft.com.sg/2015/11/05/cut-the-flab-7-ways-through-food/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/


A Reflective activity #4

http://figur8.net/baby/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/Slides-PoB.gif

Body Parts

http://figur8.net/baby/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/Slides-PoB.gif


Time to Vote

Thinking about your educational context and the 
quality framework for reflection for learning:

• Which of the reflective activities would you 
judge as best supporting your student learning

Reflection for action
Individually

Use the “action plan template”

Plan one action on how the reflective practice you voted as your 
favourite (offering the best “fit” for purpose) can be used in your 
context 

http://blog.groupon.com.au/raiders-of-the-lost-voucher/



This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://www.covermesongs.com/2013/04/cover-me-qa-whats-your-favorite-cover-song.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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Thank you


